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A model was built to examine the kinetics of regulatory cascades
such as occur in developmental gene networks. The model relates
occupancy of cis-regulatory target sites to transcriptional initiation
rate, and thence to RNA and protein output. The model was used
to simulate regulatory cascades in which genes encoding transcrip-
tion factors are successively activated. Using realistic parameter
ranges based on extensive earlier measurements in sea urchin
embryos, we find that transitions of regulatory states occur sharply
in these simulations, with respect to time or changing transcription
factor concentrations. As is often observed in developing systems,
the simulated regulatory cascades display a succession of gene
activations separated by delays of some hours. The most important
causes of this behavior are cooperativity in the assembly of
cis-regulatory complexes and the high specificity of transcription
factors for their target sites. Successive transitions in state occur
long in advance of the approach to steady-state levels of the
molecules that drive the process. The kinetics of such developmen-
tal systems thus depend mainly on the initial output rates of genes
activated in response to the advent of new transcription factors.
Developmental processes are driven forward by spatial andtemporal changes in regulatory state, that is, progression in
the sets of transcription factors present in the cell nuclei. As these
factors are produced by the regulatory genes active in the same
nuclei, the underlying control process is often described as a
transcriptional regulatory ‘‘cascade.’’ The steps of such a cascade
are as follows: transcription factors present in certain nuclei in
an embryo interact with the cis-regulatory elements of genes
encoding other transcription factors; transcription of these pre-
viously quiescent genes is thereby induced, at a rate dependent
on the levels of occupancy of their cis-regulatory elements; the
new transcription factors accumulate, and together with other
transcription factors, bind to different, previously inactive cis-
regulatory elements, and a yet again novel regulatory state is in
this way generated. Of course, the basic requirement for the
existence of the successive stages that make up a regulatory
cascade is that each is used as a developmental control point at
which multiple inputs from other regulatory genes and from
external signal transduction systems are processed. Therefore
developmental control systems have a network-like architecture,
rather than acting as a linear chain of events (1–3); otherwise the
initial regulatory state could just as well be used as the last, and
there would be no cascade. But even though oversimplified, in
that all collateral inputs are ignored, the idea of linear regulatory
gene cascades is useful. They represent a commonly encountered
fundamental of gene regulatory networks (GRNs), that is,
processes in which the products of given regulatory genes are
directly required for activation of downstream regulatory genes.
The kinetics of regulatory state change cannot be faster than
permitted by the kinetics with which the successive steps of the
constituent regulatory gene cascades take place. Here, we
address the question of how these kinetics operate, applying
measured and estimated parameters from the developing sea
urchin embryo: do the gene products at each stage attain a
steady-state level required for activation of the succeeding stage,
or do successive gene activations in a cascade follow one another
without ever coming close to steady state?
Model
The mathematical model used for the simulations is summarized
in Fig. 1. (Derivations are given in Supporting Text, which is
published as supporting information on the PNAS web site,
www.pnas.org.) The model is conveniently described in three
parts: occupancy of cis-regulatory DNA by transcription factors
with respect to transcription factor concentration, transcription
initiation rate with respect to occupancy, and output of mRNA
and proteins with respect to initiation rate.
cis-Regulatory Module (CRM) Occupancy. Given CRMs are always
engaged by multiple factors, the advent of which reflects,
respectively, various prior developmental regulatory states (1).
From this fundamental property derives critical features of the
kinetic behavior of transcriptional regulatory systems, and the
more components are required per CRM the more accentuated
are these features. The cartoon in Fig. 1 A shows interactions
with three DNA-binding transcription factors, but in the simu-
lations, both for simplicity of calculation and to take the most
conservative case, we consider only two transcription factors
required to be bound in the CRM for it to be active (Fig. 1B).
Eq. 1 of Fig. 1 calculates the double occupancy (YAB) of a CRM
by factors A and B. Here we have followed the probabilistic
solution of Ackers et al. (4) worked out originally for  phage,
but instead of using equilibrium constants, we have recast the
calculations in terms of relative equilibrium constants (KR). For
a given factor and target site, KR is the ratio of the equilibrium
constant (KS) for interactions with the sequence-specific CRM
sites to the equilibrium constant (KN) for the sequence-
independent affinity of the factor for DNA in general. The use
of KR to calculate DNA–protein complex formation was intro-
duced by Felsenfeld and associates (5). In animal cells the
amount of DNA is so large, and therefore there are so many
nonspecific DNA target sites, that the accurate determinant of
specific CRM site occupancy is KR, not KS (5, 6). An additional
practical motivation is that many KR values for developmentally
important sea urchin embryo transcription factors have been
obtained (7), and with Eq. 1 we can now calculate occupancies
by using these data. Note that Eq. 1 includes the term Kq for
cooperative interactions between the transcription factors (4).
As we show below, if there were no cooperativity (Kq  1), the
kinetic behavior of the transcription systems in our model would
be quite different than if Kq is 1. However, highly cooperative
binding behavior is usually observed whenever appropriate
measurements are made on animal CRM–transcription factor
Abbreviations: GRN, gene regulatory network; CRM, cis-regulatory module; BTA, basal
transcription apparatus; nRNA, nuclear RNA.
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complexes (e.g., refs. 8–16) and is undoubtedly the rule not the
exception.
Occupancy and Initiation. The starting point is the principle that
initiation rate, for any given basal transcription apparatus
(BTA), is controlled by the level of occupancy of specific sites in
the relevant CRM. This statement applies whether the CRM is
a proximal element near the BTA or a distant enhancer. When
the CRM is empty the gene is silent (or runs at a biologically
insignificant ‘‘background’’ level). When the gene is being
transcribed the rate should depend on the fraction of time the
activators are in position on the relevant CRM. There is abun-
dant quantitative evidence that CRM occupancy by the complex
of proteins bound at the CRM target sites (plus other proteins
bound in turn to these) determines transcription rate; see, for
example, the precise regulatory control of output kinetics dem-
onstrated for the sea urchin endo16 gene by mutation of indi-
vidual CRM target sites (17, 18). Initiation rate in this discussion
is taken to determine directly the ultimate transcription rate.
Although small variations in the rate of polymerase translocation
have been noted, the main part of the orders of magnitude
dynamic range (from silence or basal rate to maximal rate)
observed in regulated gene expression directly reflects fre-
quency of initiation. This was first established unequivocally for
in vivo animal systems by electron microscopy of transcription
complexes at various levels of activity (19–21). The average rate
at which the polymerase translocates along the gene during
transcription is more or less constant for a given organism at a
given temperature, and the transcriptional output depends on
the rate at which the CRM causes polymerases to load into the
BTA and begin transcribing.
For sea urchin embryos at 15°C the translocation rate was
measured at 6–9 bps1 (refs. 19 and 22; in the following we have
used the upper limit, 9 bps1). This sets the maximum initiation
rate, because a new polymerase cannot enter the transcription
complex at the initiation site and begin transcribing until the
previous one has moved out of the way. At maximum initiation
rate the polymerases are as closely packed as possible, with a
center-to-center distance of 100 bp, and so the maximum rate
is 11 transcripts initiated (and completed) per min, or approx-
imately one transcript per 5.5 s (19). Activation of transcription
by CRM transcription complexes occurs by several different
(nonexclusive) pathways, e.g., by inducing nucleosome histone
acetylation or by interaction with an activating mediator complex
(23, 24). But whatever the mechanism, cis-regulatory activation
of transcription requires an interaction between the CRM
complex and the BTA (direct or otherwise). In our model it is
assumed that these interaction events occur stochastically in
time, at an average rate that is proportional to the occupancy of
the CRM. As described in the derivation (see Supporting Text),
we applied Poisson statistics to obtain Eq. 2 of Fig. 1. Eq. 2 has
the form that at low levels of occupancy, the initiation rate is
proportional to occupancy, but at very high occupancy, if
prospective activating interactions occur too frequently to be
useful because the maximal rate cannot be exceeded, they are
excluded from function. In real life the proportionality constant
(kb in Eq. 2) relating occupancy to initiation rate must vary,
depending on the CRM and its constituents, for a given BTA. In
our simulations we provisionally evaluated the average value of
this constant by application of measured average KR and tran-
scription factor concentration data to Eq. 1. The calculated
occupancy was then used together with typical transcription rate
measurements to find kb in Eq. 2 (see Fig. 2 legend and
Supporting Text).
Fig. 1. Model for effect of cis-regulatory occupancy on transcriptional output. (A) Cartoon representing a three-factor cis-regulatory occupancy system. Factors
A, B, and C can bind in any order (Left), although triple occupancy is needed for function. All factors interact energetically with one another when brought into
proximity as well as with the DNA, i.e., bind cooperatively. Relative equilibrium constants (KR) for interaction with DNA are symbolized in blue, and cooperativity
constants (Kq) are symbolized in yellow. The black circle highlights the functional state. (Center) Assembly of triple complex. (Right) DNA looping results in
proximity of fully loaded CRM to the BTA (teal blob), activation thereof, and recruitment of polymerase (orange bricks); transcription ensues. (B) Two-factor CRM,
model equations, and terms. For derivations, see Supporting Text. Both factors (A and B) must be bound to the CRM at once for activation of transcription to
occur. Eq. 1 defines double occupancy of the CRM. Eq. 2 defines the relation between occupancy and initiation rate. Eqs. 3–5 define the kinetics of nRNA, mRNA,
and protein output.
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Transcription and Translation. Eqs. 3–5 of the model in Fig. 1 are
standard descriptions of the overall processes of macromolecular
synthesis and decay, assuming no translational regulation and
average stochastic degradation processes. For the sea urchin
embryo just such decay kinetics have been measured for indi-
vidual mRNAs and mRNA populations (19, 25, 26). An impor-
tant assumption in the model is that nuclear RNA (nRNA)
processing is 100% efficient, so that in molecular terms tran-
scription initiation rate equals the rate of mRNA entry into the
cytoplasm (19, 25).
Parameters
Some relevant parameters from many measurements on sea
urchin embryos are assembled in Table 1. The particular mea-
surements on which Table 1 is based are listed in Table 2, which
is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site. In
the following simulations these are used to provide realistic
constraints on the kinetic behavior of the model parameters.
Note that whereas KS values depend very sharply on salt
concentration, KR values are independent thereof (KR KSKN,
where KS and KN are the equilibrium constants for site-specific
and nonspecific interactions with DNA, respectively). The range
in KRs in Table 1 will apply to any animal system. Numbers of
mRNA and protein molecules per cell of course scale with cell
size. For comparison with other systems the basic polymerase
translocation and translation rates depend on temperature, as
long ago observed, with a fold change in rate per 10°C (Q10) of
2–2.5 (19).
Application of Parameters to Model: Transcriptional Control of
a Single Gene
The simulations collated in Fig. 2 show the effects of the main
biologically important parameters in cis-regulatory occupancy,
and thence, output. Three of these parameters depend essen-
tially on the intrinsic structure of the transcription factors
involved, and the intrinsic sequence of their CRM target sites:
the cooperativity constant Kq, the site-specific affinity constant
KR, and kb, the constant representing the strength of the
activation function that the occupied CRM generates. The
fourth parameter, the concentration at any given time of
the active transcription factors in the nucleus, is the variable on
which gene regulation operates. This is of course controlled by
upstream processes, namely transcriptional regulation of the
genes encoding factors and signaling processes. In each of the
simulations of Fig. 2 all of the parameters, except those in play,
were set at default values taken or calculated from the mea-
surements summarized in Table 1 (see Fig. 2 legend for values).
Fig. 2 A–D explores the kinetic consequences of cooperativity
between transcription factors binding on the CRM and also
shows that the outputs of the model are appropriate in absolute
terms (compare Table 1). Fig. 2 A illustrates the sharp increase
in occupancy as a function of transcription factor concentration,
which even a modest amount of cooperativity produces. This
steep occupancy function is reflected in the RNA and protein
output curves (Fig. 2 B–D). Note that this is quantitatively a very
conservative argument, because in real CRMs there are many
more than two interacting factors, and the product of the Kqs will
most likely far exceed the value 10, which implies only a little
more than 2 Kcal of free energy per mole of complex. Much
higher cooperativity values (red curves) only sharpen the rela-
tionship further. The important point is that, as expected (4),
cooperativity in transcription factor binding produces a switch-
like transcriptional output of nRNA, and hence mRNA and
protein, with respect to input transcription factor concentra-
Fig. 2. Simulations exploring effects of cooperativity of specific transcription factor binding affinity, transcription factor concentrations, and strength of
activation function. Default settings were for Eq. 1, KRA 105; Kq 10; DN is taken as20% of genome size. For molar calculations the volume of a sea urchin
embryo cell nucleus was taken to be 4 1015 liter. For 1.6 108 sites, DN is thus 0.07 M. For transcription factor concentration, A B 2,000 molecules (molc.)
per nucleus. For Eq. 2, IM 5.45 initiations per min1 per gene; kb 0.44 (see Supporting Text). For Eqs. 3–5, kdn 0.02; kdm 0.002; kdP 0.02; t1 was taken
as 20 min, and t2 as 7 min; kt  2 molecules min1 per mRNA. The values are all from Table 1, except that the default of kb was computed as follows: YAB was
calculated from the default values (Eq. 1) and kb was obtained from Eq. 2, such that as YAB3 1, I3 IM. The default for Kq is close to that for a2 KCal cooperativity
exchange (Kq 7.5), as in the case considered in ref. 5. (A–D) Cooperativity effects. (A) Effects on occupancy of the CRM by both factors, as a function of number
of transcription factor molecules per nucleus. (B–D) Effects on outputs of nRNA, mRNA, and protein, respectively, as transcription factor concentration is varied.
(E) Effect of KR on CRM occupancy, as transcription factor concentration is varied (for examples of transcription factors for which these KR values apply, see
Supporting Text). (F) Time kinetics of nRNA and mRNA accumulation, respectively, for different transcription factor concentrations; in E and F Kq was set at 7.5.
(H) Effect of varying kb on the relation between initiation rate (events per min) and occupancy (Eq. 2).
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tions. Fig. 2E demonstrates that the specific affinities of the
factors for their target sites are similarly important: the higher
the KRs the more switch-like the occupancy function (and
similarly the mRNA and protein output functions, data not
shown).
The dynamic output response to different transcription factor
levels is shown in Fig. 2 F and G. Note that the response is very
sensitive at low levels (i.e., compared with those levels typically
observed; compare Table 1 and Supporting Text), and the
steady-state nRNA outputs further increase only a little as factor
concentration rises 1,000 molecules per nucleus. The slow
approach to steady state of the output mRNA, still incomplete
at 16 h, is caused by the typical half-lives of several hours,
measured for sea urchin embryo mRNAs (19, 25, 26), and
applied in the model simulations. The implication is that in the
developing embryo, for transcription factor mRNAs that behave
in this way, steady state will often never be attained, for given
phases of transcription activity often last only for a few hours,
usually 10.
Finally, the effect of differences in CRM activity constant kb
in Eq. 2 is illustrated in Fig. 2H. We see that particularly weak
or strong CRM activation complexes can very greatly alter the
relation between CRM occupancy and initiation rate.
Cascade Kinetics
The kinetics of successive phases of expression in a three-gene
model cascade are shown in Fig. 3. Again we consider a system
in which the CRMs require binding of two factors for activity,
here at each step of the cascade. The factor pairs required at each
step in each CRM are produced by the preceding pair of
regulatory genes (see cartoon in Fig. 3A). Initiation kinetics are
illustrated in Fig. 3A, using the default settings indicated in the
legend of Fig. 2. An interval of a couple of hours separates the
successive accumulation curves. Their main feature is the char-
acter of the kinetics: successive phases of gene expression (i.e.,
activation of successive genes) occur while the preceding phase
is still in its initial slope. That is, the steady-state values that
would or could eventually result have virtually nothing to do with
the essential initiation behavior of the regulatory cascade. This
can be seen in the lower-resolution plots of Fig. 3 B–D. Here the
kinetics are shown extending out to 25 h, but in life the last l5 h
(or more) of the process would in most cases never occur (gray
shading), because the pattern of gene expression would already
have changed.
The effects of cooperativity are examined in Fig. 3B, and it is
evident how important for the switch-like behavior of the gene
activation cascade is this parameter. We again stress that the
assumption in the model of a two-factor CRM is extremely
conservative, and the all-or-none assembly of well studied
CRM–transcription factor complexes (e.g., refs. 8, 10, and 16)
suggests far higher cooperativity than the minimal default
assumptions here; in life the activation functions will therefore
be steeper. Variations in Kq and KR should and do behave
similarly (Eq. 1): note in Fig. 3D that not only does low KR
decrease output in the cascade, but like low Kq, it also greatly
increases the interval separating activation phases. As noted
earlier, Kq and KR are intrinsic parameters, dependent on the
identity of the transcription factors, and so also is the activation
efficiency of the CRM, which also may sharply affect cascade
Table 1. Some transcription and prevalence parameters for sea
urchin embryos
General rates*
PolII translocation rate: 9 bpsec1
mRNA translation rate:
Two molecules per mRNA1min1
Average t1/2 mRNA: 3–5 h
Average t1/2 nRNA: 20 min
Transcription rates†
Maximum: 11 molecules per min1gene1
Average for low prevalence species:
0.012 molecules per min1gene1
Average for moderate prevalence (20–40 h) species:
0.17 molecules per min1gene1
spec1: 0.9 molecules per min1gene1
mactin: 0.15 molecules per min1gene1 (65 h)
CyIIIa actin: 1.2–2.5 molecules per min1gene1 (9–15 h)
CyI actin: 0.16 molecules per min1gene1 (65 h)
Parameters for transcription factors‡
KR§ relative equilibrium constant (nine factors):
1.4  104  1.5  106
P0¶, active protein molecules per nucleus (eight factors):
300–10,000
KS, equilibrium constants (six factors):
2.8  107 M1 to 1.7  108 M1
mRNAs per cell** (12 factors): av 37, range 5–150
*For original sources and review, see Davidson (19). Data are for Strongylo-
centrotus purpuratus andor Lytechinus pictus at 15°C.
†Data from Davidson (19), Lee et al. (26), and Cabrera et al. (25).
‡See Table 2, from which these ranges are summarized.
§Data from Calzone et al. (7); KR is the ratio of equilibrium constants for
specific and nonspecific interactions with DNA (5).
¶Data from Davidson et al. (3) and Zeller et al. (29).
Data from Davidson et al. (3), Ho¨o¨g et al. (30), and Calzone et al. (31).
**Data from Cutting et al. (32), Coffman et al. (33), Martinez and Davidson
(34), Wang et al. (35), Arenas-Mena et al. (36), and unpublished work from
the laboratory of E.H.D.
Fig. 3. Simulations of cascade behavior. (A) Cartoon of three-step cascade and initiation rates. Double occupancy of each CRM is required as before. Only the
first 400 min are shown; for default parameter values see Fig. 2. (B) Effects of cooperativity. (C) Effects of a 2-fold difference in kb, the activation efficiency (the
default value calculated as in the legend of Fig. 2 is 0.44). (D) Effects of KR. In B–D, dashed lines represent upper parameter assumed; solid lines represent lower
parameter; the gray areas represent the time after 10 h. These portions of the curves would probably never be observed in life because in the developing embryo
given patterns of gene expression in given cells rarely extend into this time domain. Molc., molecules.
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output (Fig. 3C). In life, the overall cascade kinetics, i.e., both the
intervals between successive activations and the rates of tran-
script accumulation, depend immediately on these parameters.
But ultimately the kinetic behavior of a given GRN transcription
system depends on genomic regulatory programming. For it is
the nucleotide sequence of the CRMs that determines the
identities of the relevant factors that bind there, and the quality,
organization, and number of their target sites in these CRMs that
determine the cooperativity and DNA interaction energies
generated when they bind.
Finally, the rapid response kintetics displayed by the model
also suggest a possible answer to a conundrum. Because the turn
onoff times for different regulatory genes (or the same gene in
different cellular contexts) can be quite different, there can be
no guarantee that regulatory inputs always change in a fixed
order, resulting in potentially inappropriate spikes in gene
expression. But the kinetic behavior of the model results in a
smoothing out of the effects of input irregularities, essentially
because the turnover rates are relatively slow, and the accumu-
lation functions for the biosynthetic products of the transcrip-
tional cascade are therefore insensitive to transient variations in
regulatory input. The genes in the model thus act as ‘‘integrating
amplifiers’’ of their regulatory inputs (a simulated illustration of
this effect is shown in Fig. 4, which is published as supporting
information on the PNAS web site).
Discussion
The model simulations in Figs. 2 and 3 show that genes are
activated successively in a regulatory network cascade long
before steady states are attained. Clearly an underlying cause of
this behavior is the regulatory network architecture, which lacks
adaptive level controls or other devices common in homeostatic
systems. In early development the job is to move irreversibly
forward, from one regulatory state to the next.
In considering the simulation results, an important question is
how accurate are the parameters used likely to be? The data in
Table 1 are based on solid measurements that are internally
consistent with one another (ref. 19; Supporting Text), but there
remain two unmeasured uncertainties not included in Table 1.
The first is that absolute RNA synthesis and turnover measure-
ments have not been directly made on transcription factor
transcripts in sea urchin embryos. We have assumed that the
same parameters hold for these as for other transcripts of similar
prevalence (Supporting Text includes a relatively large number of
regulatory factor mRNA prevalence measurements). Conceiv-
ably, though, these particular mRNAs turn over faster than the
average, which would run the transcription rates up higher than
we have assumed. However, this seems improbable: at least for
several cases in the endomesoderm GRN (27) in which genes are
turned off by a known repressor, the subsequent decay in mRNA
prevalence indicates a several hour t1/2. The second unknown is
protein turnover rate (kdp). Here there are almost no relevant
data, and the assumptions we chose (t1/2 20 min) are supported
only by a calculation based on rates of translation and factor
prevalence, carried out for some factors that remain at similar
levels throughout (Supporting Text; Table 1). Fortunately, this
parameter appears only in Eq. 5. It affects none of the simula-
tions in Fig. 2, or conclusions thereof, except the protein
accumulation curves of Fig. 2D. If the turnover rates were lower
than assumed, the behavior of the cascades in Fig. 3 would
become even more accentuated, because at each point there
would be more transcription factor for a given amount of mRNA.
Furthermore, the prevalence data for the proteins (Table 2, P0
values) preclude a much higher turnover rate than we chose. In
sum, we can regard the general conclusions with some confi-
dence: first, regulatory gene cascades in sea urchin embryos are
expected to act as kinetic systems that depend on initial rates, not
on steady states; second, that these systems tend toward a mode
of operation in which genes are switched on in succession. This
characteristic depends on structural features, in particular the
high specificity of the DNA-binding factors, and the organization
of the CRMs. These contain clusters of target sites, which when
occupied generate highly cooperative transcription factor com-
plexes. We note, furthermore, that perturbation studies carried
out on ftz and its target genes in Drosophila (28) produce
sequential gene activation kinetics similar to those of Fig. 3A:
although on a time scale of minutes rather than hours, the
initiation of downstream gene expression in the cascade again
occurs before the accumulation of the driver molecules ever
approach steady state.
Aside from the obvious philosophical interest of these struc-
turefunction relationships, there is a practical import. The
result tells us what kinds of kinetic treatments are reasonable for
the analysis of developmental GRNs and what are not. It is also
satisfying that the straightforward relationships of Fig. 1B make
sense out of the absolute values of Table 1, in terms of the
operation of the whole transcriptional system.
Early embryonic development is programmed at the genomic
cis-regulatory level, essentially as a series of switches that are
thrown given the appropriate inputs. The controlling events
consist essentially of presentation in given nuclei at given times
of active transcription factors, i.e., the CRM inputs. Although
there are obviously tolerance ranges, many features lead one to
doubt whether exquisite level control is essential. Among these
are the transience and progressivity of regulatory patterns, the
frequent occurrence of genomically mandated positive feedback
loops (2, 3), and the Boolean behavior of repressive gene
silencers. Activation of genes is controlled essentially by the
products of the occupancy values, and this can result in sharp,
Boolean-like changes in regulatory state. We think that the
properties of developmental transcription kinetics are those
required to execute the process of switching on genes progres-
sively that is written in the genomic regulatory logic map. Given
the sea urchin endomesoderm GRN (27), this idea can now be
tested by comparison of model kinetic predictions against time-
course measurements for expression of genes that are causally
linked in cascade architecture.
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